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bronco ii manual transmission swap

You can either cut it to fitIf you take your time, theOn the Mitsubishis there is no tcase adapter as it
is built into the tranny.Use the manual shifter and floor plate from the donorUsing an a4ldFrom the
original. Simply match them withThough thisThis part is currentlyWeve also heard thatYoull need a
longer one from an automatic. The C4 automatic transmissionIf not, the computer will send an
errorOther than that, the others line up perfectly.The bellhousing bolt. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. It may not display this or other
websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. It has an Automatic in it now
and personally I like the manuals better. I was wondering if any of you guys tried the same thing.
Thanks for looking and helping! Tony LOTS of people have done this. More people swap out their
a4ld than keep it around here it seems. Try using the search button or looking through the under
construction section. Lots of info on peoples build writeups. You will find everyone says go for
m5od.Heres my list of stuff i bought and prices.Just make sure you have time and a place to do it. I
just got it because everyone said to.Okay so the drivers side front wheel will not spin at all, even
with the truck in drive. BUT it frees up in revers and will spin as normal. Is this something to do with
a frozen piston in the caliper or should I start my search in the front axle. It is a push button 4x4 and
both the Low Range and the 4x4 options are lit up and will not turn off. I need help. Thanks, Tony
You will find everyone says go for m5od.Heres my list of stuff i bought and prices.Just make sure you
have time and a place to do it.But in the mustang world everyone prefers the automatic computer.By
continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. If for any reason youre not
completely satisfied with an item, simply return it within 30 days and the purchase price will be
refunded.http://sapphireglobalschool.com/userfiles/cuisinart-microwave-instruction-manual.xml

bronco ii manual transmission swap, bronco 2 manual transmission swap, bronco ii
manual transmission swap, bronco ii manual transmission swap cars, bronco ii
manual transmission swap kit, bronco ii manual transmission swap parts, bronco ii
manual transmission swap shop.

Checks or money orders drawn on nonUS banks will not be accepted. If you wish to use an
automatic transmission your choices are a C4, C5, or if you want an overdrive transmission, the
AOD. Tail housings and output shafts are available from after market sources to allow any of these
automatics transmissions to be installed into a fourwheel drive Ranger with a V8. If you want a
manual transmission you can use the factory Ranger transmission with a special bell housing and
clutch assembly or you can install a T5 manual transmission from a Mustang. The T5 is considerably
more durable when installed behind a V8, however clutch linkage has to be fabricated to work with
its bellhousing. If you have an overdrive automatic in a Ranger or Bronco II its an A4LD. There is no
bell housing available to install a V8 to this transmission, and even if you could, these transmissions
had durability concerns with the torque from a V6, so a V8 would probably destroy an A4LD in a
short period of time The C5 was used in some early 80s fourwheel drive rangers with V6 engines.
The C5 from a fourwheel drive Ranger can be converted to a C4, a V8 bell housing installed, and
used for a V8 installation in a fourwheel drive Ranger. They use a special short output shaft and tail
housing to bolt up to the ranger transfer case. These parts are no longer available from Ford, so if
you need to convert a standard car C4 to a fourwheel drive Ranger C4, youll have to find used parts
from a Ranger or Bronco II or purchase an aftermarket tail housing and output shaft. The factory
rivets on this cross member can be ground off and driven out with a center punch. The rivets can
then be replaced with bolts so that the cross member can be removed whenever necessary. You may
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find that some transmissions can not be removed from underneath the vehicle with the crossmember
in place because of the height of the bell
housing.http://www.hygradeinsulators.com/images/uploads/cuisinart-manual.xml

The cross member must be reinstalled, as it is an integral part of the chassis and suspension.
Whenever you have a choice, use the smallest diameter flywheel and bell housing available to
provide much needed clearance. You do need to use the correct starter and flywheel for the bell
housing your using, regardless of which transmission you choose to install. Worth mentioning,
197578 Mustang II with a 302 and C4 combination had a special small diameter bell housing,
flywheel, and starter assembly, which fit the Ranger and Bronco II chassis nicely. This will help
provide some additional room to tighten the bellhousing bolts. With certain bell housings you may
have to dent the firewall and transmission tunnel to provide clearance before your transmission is
installed. The transmission may have to be temporarily installed so clearance can be checked, then
removed so that you have adequate room to modify the body. You may find it necessary to dent the
floor pan at the corners where the transmission tunnel meets the floor pan for transmission linkage
or to clear certain headers. If your Ranger was originally equipped with a 4 speed manual
transmission and is a 2wheel drive, a C4 will bolt right into the chassis with the 4speed transmission
mount and cross member. The existing drive shaft will be the correct length as well, but will require
a different yoke for a C4 or C5 to install it in your new transmission. If your Ranger was equipped
with a 5 speed Mazda transmission from the factory, your existing drive shaft will work as will your
existing transmission yoke. The factory transmission mount will also bolt directly to your C4 with no
modifications. When you try to bolt the C4 or C5 transmission to the cross member youll run into
your first of many problems. The cross member is further rearward on the chassis on a vehicle
originally equipped with a 5 speed or A4LD. You have two choices for the cross member.

You can build a bracket with slots for the transmission mount to bolt onto and weld it onto the front
of the cross member. This bracket is welded to the factory cross member to allow the transmission
mount to be moved a few inches forward from where it originally was located. The other choice is to
remove the frame brackets for the transmission cross member and relocate them a few inches
forward of where they were located. The firewall will have to be modified for the large bell housing
and to allow the transmission to be moved rearward enough for adequate room at the front of the
engine. This requires cutting out a large portion of the center of the firewall and relocating it three
inches more rearward. The drive shaft will have to be shortened and a yoke for a C6 transmission
installed. A flexible transmission dipstick tube is available from Lokar.V8 engine conversion is
discussed in detail for the small block 289, 302, 351W and the big block 429 and 460. Part numbers
used are given, illustrations of modifications are provided, complete conversion kits are discussed,
parts manufacturers and suppliers are listed, and much more. Read the sample pages for more
details! This manual contains easy to follow step by step instructions linked to hundreds of
photographs and illustrations. Included in this manual is a troubleshooting section to help identify
specific problems; tips that give valuable short cuts to make the job easier and eliminate the need
for special tools; notes, cautions and warnings for the home mechanic.Items usually ship within one
Standard shipping is a flat rate of For purchases of 3 or more items We offer world wide shipping
and ship to Canada Our store has a NO HASSLE RETURN Designated trademarks and brands are
the property of their respective owners. No part of this web site may be copied or reproduced
without written permission. Wild Horses supports the doityourselfer by offering individual parts and
adapters.
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Please keep in mind many of these parts have been specifically fabricated to go with other parts we
offer. It will be up to you to determine if these parts will suit your needs. Has original 2.9L Engine
and a rebuilt A4LD transmission. Transmission stop shifting into 4th recently so I had it checked out
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and it needs to be rebuilt or replaced. Can anybody suggest a good remanufactured part, or offer me
a new plan. I am not opposed to a manual swap, but most of my family members dont know how to
drive manual and would prefer to keep it automatic. Thanks in advance for your help! Rebuild was
about 28,000 miles ago. Has original 2.9L Engine and a rebuilt A4LD transmission. Transmission
stop shifting into 4th recently so I had it checked out and it needs to be rebu. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. When converting to the new V8 engine, you will eliminate the original engine mounting
pads. The instruction sheet for these mounts provides measurements for the new hole locations. Our
4WD engine mounts, PN713018, are a direct connection between the new V8 engine and the
existing crossmember. They will position the engine so that no additional oil pan modifications will
be required when using the regular Ford dual sump pan. These mounts are designed to fit both body
styles of the Ford Ranger 2WD pickups. The mounts are slotted to have some adjustment to the
engine position once installed. On the early body style Ranger, the drivers side mount will require a
hole to be drilled in the cradle. Accounting for just a couple of differences, the installation of these
mounts into both the early and late model Rangers are basically the same. It also requires the fuel
filter to be relocated. The fuel filter is located inside the drivers side frame rail. The fuel filter must
be relocated to allow for proper exhaust clearance. The mounts should be installed loosely into the
Ranger engine cradle.

https://eastwestmacrobiotics.com/images/compaq-aero-manual.pdf

Lower the block into position on top of the new mounts and adjust the block to the furthest forward
location allowed by the slots in the mounts. Adjust the block so that it sets level from sidetoside. This
first trial run will allow you to mark the air box on the passenger side of the vehicle for proper
clearance. The drivers side firewall will also require a slight amount of clearance a small dent in the
firewall to obtain valve cover and head clearance. Remove the engine and perform the necessary
modifications to the air box and the firewall. Our engine mounts are PN713015A. The Ford V8
engine rubbers mounts are Part No. E4TZ6038G, or AA PN713017. As a general rule, the back of the
new V8 engine is located exactly in the same position as the back of the original V6 or 4 cylinder
engine. If you obtain a 2WD transmission approximately the same length as the original
transmission, then you will not have to modify your drivelines. On some applications, the
transmission side of the driveshaft may have to have the yoke changed Up to 1984, Ford used a 6.75
rear axle. This axle is marginal up against a V8. Something to consider is tire size. If a large tire size
is going to be used and the V8 is a high horsepower application, you might consider having a custom
rear end built. The water pumps must have the fluid exit on the driver’s side if you are planning to
use our radiator. Most water pumps have this configuration. The Serpentine pumps are a reverse
rotation water pump. The stock belt system must be retained on this water pump. Either pump can
be used with a new engine swap; however, we have found that you can obtain more engine clearance
with the “V” belt system. The “V” belt water pump, Part No. M8501E351, is 1.5” shorter than stock.
This water pump requires an aluminum 3piece pulley, Part No. M8509P 2 grove. The Serpentine
water pump is Part No. M8501A50. This water pump is 1.

http://eastwestrubbertrading.com/images/compaq-a900-manual.pdf

750” shorter than stock and requires one of the following aluminum pulleys M8509L steel or
M8509M aluminum. These pumps are not legal on pollutioncontrolled vehicles.When attempting a
V8 conversion, you’ll notice that the inlets and outlets are in the wrong position. It’s possible to
modify your existing radiator by switching the tanks and relocating the inlet and outlet; however, we
have found that, in most instances, this still does not provide adequate cooling for even the mildest
V8 engine. We have had a few customers try a Ford Explorer V8 radiator, but have never heard any
feed back on how it worked. We also have our RadAKool aluminum 2 core radiator with transmission
cooler. Both of these radiators can be installed while retaining the air conditioning condenser in the
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stock location; however, for the best fan clearance, the condenser can be moved forward and the
radiator tucked under the grille. Both radiators fit 2WD and 4WD vehicles.This will allow for
additional fan clearance. The radiator support and grille may need to be modified for additional
room. An aftermarket tubular grille is a handy way to freeup extra room in front of the radiator. The
factory air conditioner compressor may be used; however, brackets to mount it onto the V8 will have
to be fabricated.We have been told that a fan off of a Ford Falcon works well. If a mechanic fan is
used, a shroud should be fabricated to properly draw air through the radiator. This is also a safety
precaution. We have encountered some vehicles with variations that require the use of an electric
fan. If an electric fan is used, most V8 engines require a minimum of 950 CFM. Most electric fans
come complete with a fan shroud. These brackets can be found on most Ford passenger cars from
197886. In addition to this, you will need to obtain the correct V8 pulley for proper belt
alignment.We offer a special mechanical fuel pump that works well with these vehicles, Part No.
716052.

This fuel pump is manufactured with the diaphragm above the arm to allow additional clearance to
the steering box. This fuel pump cannot be used on vehicles that are using the Serpentine belt with
the air conditioning and power steering systems. If your vehicle was originally equipped with
electronic fuel injection, you will have a fuel pump in your gas tank. This fuel pump has a 40 psi
rating and will not work with a normal carbureted engine without the use of a regulator. This
regulator must reduce the psi to between 5 and 7 pounds. If a regulator is not available, then you
can also use an inline fuel pump. If an inline fuel pump is used, then the fuel pump in the fuel tank
should be removed. Injected Since most injected blocks require a high pressure fuel line, the stock
fuel pump inside the fuel tank is usually adequate.This adapter is available from us under
PN716084. You cannot complete your conversion without this part. The kit comes complete with
hoses, bypass adapter plate, and remote oil filter mounting bracket. The remote mounting bracket
can be installed on the fender apron. This kit will provide the clearance on the steering sector and
the chassis. This special remote adapter has the inlets at a 90 degree angle. Not all remote oil filter
adapters can be used on these vehicles because the fittings normally protrude straight out off the
block adapter. We have had several cases where customers purchased other bypass oil filter
adapters only to find that the fitting locations are not compatible with the engine conversion
installation. We only offer the blockoff adapter and remote oil filter mounting plate as a kit. No items
in this kit are sold separately. Advance Adapters uses the PermaCool brand name. These units will
be compatible with your new V8 engine and stock gauges. If your vehicle is equipped with a factory
tachometer, you will need to have it recalibrated for use with your new engine.

www.fliesen-brill.de/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/16272f9dc55081---
briggs-and-stratton-185-hp-ohv-intek-manual.pdf

For this reason, it is imperative that you check your flywheel and starter for proper engagement
before installing the engine into your vehicle. Ford bellhousings are normally matched to Ford
flywheel diameters. A bellhousing designed for 164 tooth flywheel cannot be used with a 157 tooth
flywheel. The wrong flywheel will result in the inability to find a matching starter. For the most part,
manual transmission conversions will use a 164 tooth flywheel, while automatic conversions will use
a 157 tooth flexplate. The original Bronco II starter will not be retained. This pan is available from
your local Ford dealer and must be ordered to match your particular year of engine. The oil pan
must be purchased complete with a new pickup tube and screen for the V8 installation. If your
engine is an older style that has the dipstick entry into the side of the pan, then you will need to
modify your new pan for use with your older engine. In order to use the late model Ford F150 truck
bellhousing on manual stock transmission installations, you must use the 164 tooth flywheel. This
flywheel cannot be changed since the bellhousing requires the starter location in a position
compatible with only the larger flywheel. An early year flywheel can be used, but the flywheel must
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be balanced to this block. This can be performed by most engine rebuilders. Make sure to test fit
your starter motor, bellhousing, and flywheel assembly before proceeding with the engine
installation. It is best advised to avoid using this system with your new motor. If you are going to
retain a computer controlled engine, then we recommend obtaining the Ford schematics. Ford
Motorsports offers a wiring harness for the aftermarket engine conversion industry. This wiring
harness is easy to install and is perfect for 4WD engine conversions and kit cars. There are many
other manufacturers of Ford aftermarket wiring harnesses.

We have found the Internet to be a good source in finding additional manufacturers other than the
ones we have listed above. The header system uses exhaust clamps to fasten to the new exhaust
system to maximize clearance. PN717044A and PN717044ANP are custom headers designed for our
engine mounting system. When installing a V8 with our headers, the passenger side header is a tight
fit. If the transmission you are using has the larger bellhousing to fit the 164 tooth flywheel, the
bellhousing will require modifications for header clearance. We recommend that you set the
passenger header alongside the frame rail before setting the engine into the engine compartment.
The drivers side header can be installed once the engine is in the proper location. Once the engine is
installed and leveled, bolt both headers to the block and check clearances. This header design is new
to our product line. The headers will only fit with our new style 2WD mounts PN713015A.On
vehicles retaining smog equipment or wanting a stock exhaust system, there are basically two styles
of manifolds that fit these vehicles. The photos below show one other stock cast iron Ford manifolds
that also fit well; however, the vehicles that these stock Ford manifolds were off of is not known. If a
351W block is used, exhaust manifolds, or our headers cause steering interference. On 2WD
applications, the suspension will normally drop about 1 inch. We recommend using a heavyduty
shock that will compensate for this drop. On 4WD applications, the suspension is equipped to handle
the extra weight. Once completing any one of these vehicles, the front alignment should be checked.
This is where a body lift will aid in clearance. Minor modifications are normally needed. The
following is a list of these modifications 1. The body seam between the floor pan and the firewall will
need to be bent over. In some instances, additional clearance may be needed in the bottom corners
where the firewall meets the floor pan. 2.

The heater box on the firewall needs to be trimmed and patched to clear the valve cover. This
modification is approximately 5” x 7”. On these installations, the plenum must be modified. To learn
more, click here! Click here. To add a new vehicle, select the year, make, and model at left. Please
try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut
key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your
search again later.Easy Installation Perfect finish and direct fit, enabling a quick and smooth
product installation.Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model
instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating,
whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer
trustworthiness. For additional assistance, we have also published a 7 part video series with step by
step installation of our NV3550 Early Bronco Transmission Conversion. You can purchase this
conversion by following the below link The overall size and length make it an ideal fit. This
transmission will adapt to either the stock Dana 20 or to our Atlas transfer case. Modifications to
any of the components will void any possible warranty or return privileges. If you do not fully
understand modifications or changes that will be required to complete your conversion, we strongly
recommend that you contact our sales department for more information. This instruction sheet is
only to be used for the assembly of Advance Adapter components. We recommend that a service
manual pertaining to your vehicle be obtained for specific torque values, wiring diagrams and other
related equipment. These manuals are normally available at automotive dealerships and parts
stores. Mark the transmission where the top two holes of the adapter meet the front flange.



A small notch will need to be ground into the flange to provide clearance for the bolts. Carefully use
an angle or die grinder to grind the clearance for the bolts. This material grinds very easily. Remove
the original transmission and transfer case assembly from the vehicle. Leave the bellhousing in the
vehicle. Apply the new AA gasket to the transfer case. Aligning the transfer case adapter with the
most clockwise holes will match to the factory indexing lowest setting. You can use the other set of
holes for a higher rotation; however, this can cause some problems with body clearance, frame
clearance, and transfer case shifter linkage alignment. The higher rotation does give you better
ground clearance and is a nicer fit on to the new crossmember mount provided. Once you have
chosen the rotation, use Loctite and install the 6 Allen bolts. Apply light grease to the oring and
attach the transfer case to the transmission with 6 bolts using Loctite. Use the driver’s side top 2
bolts to attach the transfer case shifter bracket. It is best to make a template. Measure the location
on the body to be cut for the new shifter. A simple angle grinder with a cutoff wheel is suitable. This
relief should not be cut down into the bellhousing index diameter. Remove the original pilot bushing
from the flywheel and install the new AA pilot bushing do not grease pilot bushing . Install the new
throw out bearing and arm to the bellhousing and grease with an antiseize lube. Slide it through the
hole in the body and use a string to hold it in place. This makes the transmission installation easier,
as the shifter tower does not interfere with the body. When removing the shifter tower, make sure
the shifter hole on the transmission is covered to keep debris out of the transmission. Once the
transmission has been installed and bolted to the bellhousing, you will be required to reinstall the
transmission shift tower. We apologize for this inconvenience and encourage you to visit www.

motortrend.com for the latest on new cars, car reviews and news, concept cars and auto show
coverage, awards and much more. MOTORTREND.COM This look at the parts and procedures is a
good place to start. Several companies offer new AODs, like the Lentech Street Cruiser unit shown
here, which includes a 12inch nonlockup torque converter. It may need rebuilding before it can be
used. For more than a decade, installing an overdriveautomatic or manual transmission into a
vintage Mustang has been a popular upgrade. Its more common these days, but some people still
arent convinced of the numerous benefits of such a conversion. If you could only do one upgrade to
your vintage Mustang thats a fairly nice driver and is reasonably complete, installing a transmission
with an overdriven top gear is the single best thing you can do to improve the cars overall
usefulness. Shift an AOD into Fourth gear or a T5 into Fifth, and engine speed is reduced by more
than 30 percent while vehicle speed remains the same. Other major advantages include better fuel
economy, less engine wear, quieter cruising on the highway, and in the instance of the typical T5,
even better offtheline acceleration due to a lower numerically higher Firstgear ratio compared to
fourspeeds like the vintage Top Loader. The T56 sixspeed is much stronger than a T5, although at
115 pounds, its at least 30 pounds heavier and considerably larger than a T5. Standard equipment in
the 00 Cobra R, 0304 Cobra, and upcoming 07 Shelby GT500, a T56 can be installed in a vintage
Mustang if you really want one. Were covering swaps for both automatic and manual transmissions,
as well as another popular swap, converting a car with an automatic to a manual. There are separate
sections for each of these three possible avenues. Avoid doing the process twice by swapping to a
fourspeed, then realizing later that a fivespeed is clearly the better option.

In any case, an overdrive transmission, either an automatic or a manual, is an upgrade youll love
more and more every time you drive your vintage Mustang. Having owned and driven numerous
early Mustangs and other vintage Ford cars with either a T5 or an AOD, we can tell you the appeal
of the conversion never wears off. FourSpeed Automatic Since a majority of the vintage Mustangs
produced came with either a C4, FMX, or C6 automatic, well begin with installing an overdrive
automatic in their place. These days, its nearly a boltin since much of the research has already been
done. The Ford AOD has at least as much aftermarket support as a C4, and there are numerous
options for obtaining one. New AODs also come with the correct torque converter for your
application based on discussions with the companies that build the transmissions. If youre thinking



about a used T5 out of a Fox 5.0 donor car, stick with the 90andnewer versions as they are the
strongest and have the most upgrades from the factory. The T5s found in 9495 5.0s wont work
because those units have a longer input shaft which wont work in a vintage swap application.
Another route is a used AOD from a donor car. The best choice is one from an automaticequipped
8693 5.0 Mustang, all of which were equipped with AODs. For a carbureted vintage Mustang, the
AODEs and 4R70Ws found in later 5.0s and 4.6s arent good choices as they are computercontrolled
and cant be set up as easily in a vintage car. Stick with a Foxbody AOD from a 93 or older 5.0, and
youll be in good shape. The torque converter in a Fox 5.0 will also work in a typical vintage Mustang.
The next main component youll need is an aftermarket crossmember because the stock one wont
work. Several sources offer automatic and manualtransmission crossmembers for 6573 Mustangs,
including Ron Morris Performance, California Pony Cars, DB Performance Engineering, National
Parts Depot, Mustangs Plus, and CJ Pony Parts.

One stock piece that will work is your cars existing C4 transmission mount. Its just the right
thickness to fit between an AOD and a crossmember designed for AOD swaps into vintage Mustangs.
Moving on to the smaller but equally important pieces to complete a conversion, youll also need a
throttlevalve TV cable that does the equivalent for an AOD that a vacuum modulator and kickdown
linkage does with a C4, FMX, or C6 It makes the transmission shift properly. With a carbureted
engine, both Lokar PN KD2AODHT and Ron Morris Performance offer TV cable setups that will work
with an AOD. Wrapping up the laundry list of required parts for the typical vintageMustang AOD
swap, youll also need an AOD dipstick and tube the ones from a Fox 5.0 donor car will work. A shift
linkage that connects the AOD trans to a cars stock shifter which will also work and a flexplate are
both available from Ron Morris Performance. An AOD yoke can be ordered from a Ford dealer. Youll
also likely need to relocate the transmission lines where they connected to the C4 from the radiator.
Ron Morris Performance offers an AOD crossmember for 6566 Mustangs. It features TIGwelded
construction, a black powdercoat finish, and comes with new mounting hardware. The lightweight
unit allows easy access to all four transmissionmount bolts. In addition to an AOD yoke to be
installed on the driveshaft, the cars driveshaft needs to be shortened, around 1 inch in most cases.
Each car should be individually measured to confirm. Parts Needed for an AOD Conversion AOD
transmission AOD crossmember C4 transmission mount Flexplate Throttlevalve TV cable AOD
dipstick and tube Shift linkage to connect transmission to shifter AOD yoke FiveSpeed Manual Any
vintage Mustang equipped with a threespeed manual, T10 fourspeed, or Top Loader fourspeed is the
ideal candidate for a T5 fivespeed swap.
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